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‘TIM ptobabliity that a random graph with rf vertices 2nd CB? log n edges contains a 
Hamiltonian circuit tend:: to 1 as n 4 QI (if c is sufficiently large). 
By a graph we mean a graph without loops and multiple edges. 
note by fP, y) the edge between the vertices p edges $1. Bz), 
(P;zJQ, .“Y (&+Pn ) form a JXith if/Pi # pj* this path by 
M?ql pz* l **3 pn) By the kngtl: af a path we mean the number of its ed- 
ses. 
The edges (pl* p2 1, (p2, ps ), . ..) (pn_ 1, pnh Cp,, pl) fom a cimit if 
pi + ,t>j and it 3. By the ler2gth of a c$zuit we mean the number of its 
edges. 
A path (respectively a circuit) is in a graph C if every edge of the path 
(circui0 occurs in G. 
;13 1. They pointed out that f(n) = cfte fiG% edges already guarantee the 
existence of a Hamiltonian circuit with probabihty tending to 1. 
In this paper, we shall show that, for a sufficiently large: c, as few as 
02 logrl suffice. 
Let G be an arbitrary grap+, and let U(x,, x2, . ..+ xk ) be a path of 
~~murn Oeng%h in Cr. Ilf G contains the edge (x1, xi, (1 C j < k), then, 
f course, e cuntains the path cT(.Xj_I. x&+ . . . . x1, xi, “I:+ry =*.) q), too. 
t;” consists of the same vertkes as U, and, furthermore, has one end 
int (Q) in common with K We call the transformation U + da’ just 
cribed an k;rk,uabk 022~ksfi~~u~kx2. We may perform allowable trans- 
natians several times successively IU -+ U’, U’ --$ U”, etc.), but we 
w to be careful that .xk ak;rys remains an end point, 
r end point may be changed. Let us consider the set N of the “other 
points” of the paths constructed in this way. .-x1 ) the “other end 
‘I’ of the path U with which we started, is also an element of N. 
us consider the original path &xl, x2, . . . . xk 1. Let UN set ;Y eon- 
I& of those vertices, differing from xk , which do not &long to jv and 
iltre rmt even adjacent on the path U to a point belonging to N:(:x~ 
acent ts xl__1 and xi+.1 on the path iL) Thus all points of G not ot’- 
in U are efements of X. 
(1) A point p of66 and a point q not occurring in U carlnot be 
fact, because EP is in H, we can foim a path U’@ 
d points bv means of allowable transformations. 
, q) to bf we would gbtain a path in G that is 
vertices Xi and xi are joined by an edge, and 
E X (I < i < k, f < j < k). By the definition of H, there exists 
...t q) which @an be obtained from U by means of 
are the same as in U, then the new 
n be formed from V with the aid of 
and hence on U. Thus X~ is 
impossible, since xj E X’. 
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when we erase an edge, one of its vertices becomes the new end point 
of the path. (For instance, W~Z get the path (/2(yi__l, yi_2, . . ..yl?>‘i. yi+l, 
.*+, pk .+ xk) from U#lS yz, . ..) yk __ 1 , xk) with the aid of (y2, yi). Here 
we erased from U, only the edge (yi_ 1, vi) and, indeed, I’i-1 has become 
t!le IWW end point.) We have shown, therefore, that one of the points 
xi_ i, xi, xr+l belongs to H. But this is impossible, since xi E X. This proves 
Lemma 1. 
If we assume that the number of the vertices of G is n and 
1 =p, then 1x1 
Now we pass on to the examination of random graphs. 
Proof. The probability in question can be estimated from above as fol- 
IOW: 
(We have employed w - 3p42QnandcZ3 
events. 
et us introduce nota 
: For some13 < {E, there exists a set A ofp vertices and in set B - 
disjoint from A - of I2 - 3~ - 1 vertices, such that no edge joins a ‘ver- 
* tex of A to a vertex of B. 
(x): Any palth of maximum length in G passes through . . . (X is an 
ary vertex of 
: G contains 8 iltonian line. 
denotes the. complement of th 
shall deal with the estimation (x)), where x is a fixed vertex 
. Let us denote by C(X) the graph with n - 1 vertices obtained from 
t(.F): A path of maximtim iength in G. 
t us choose arbitrarily one of the paths of maximum length in C(X). 
this path by U, we define the zts H and X ~PZ C(x) I!) (see 
e consider two cases. 
involves the occurrence of the event K, since 1 H] = p, 
- 3~. (The number of vertices of C(X) k equal to 
nd case, the occurrence of L(x) would imply that x could 
tk any element of H (otherwise, by the idefinition 
is obtainable fr&m U could be ellong:&d by x). 
the definition of H depends only on G(X) and U, the situation of 
G(x nt of the choice of H.) 
and 
(there exists an x such that Lx) ; and 
eo a 2, j + 0 (fit + =j for a sug’ficientiy large C, t 
ere exists an .r such that 
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This means that, with robability tending to 1 1 every path of rnaxl- 
mi:m length in G passes through ail points of G. Thus Theorem 1 is 
pro1:ed. 
In the follawmg, let c denote a number for which the conclusions of 
Theorem f and Lemma 2 hold. 
Proof. Let us consider n vertices and canstruct two random gralphs G, 
and G2 on them, such that a pair of vertices is joined by an edge with 
clugrt)/n in G1, ivith probability (Iogn)/ra in G2 ,, aired all 
entioned are independent. Let C be the union of G’, and G2 
(i.e.* the edges of G are the edges occurring in CI or C2). G Itself is ako 
a random graph in which any two points are joined by an edge, mutually 
independently, with probability 
y Theorem 1 9 the probability that Gt contains a Hasniltonian line 
tends to 1. Consider (if there is one) a Hamiftonian line U(xI,x;!, . . . . 
the aid of W we define the sets H and X (see Lernmia 1). 
e our purpose by distinguishing the cases IHI G i 12 and 
lkf[ > DR. 
If G contains no Hamiltonian ekcuit, then one out of the following 
three events of small probability must occur: 
(0) There is no Hamiltonian 
defined as above) 1 y Lemmas 1 and 2, the proba- 
bility of this g:vent ends to 0). 
us the exclusion of these three events with probabilities tending to 
rantees the existence of a &M!tonian circuit. This completes the 
~r~~~f 0f Theorem 2 (cl f QI + 1). 
the follcrwing experiment. 
c consider pa vertic(Ps. We j& by an edge every pair of vertices, muI 
vith probability (cl log n)/n. GI denotes! the result- 
V, if the number of ed es in G1 is less than [cl nBogj21, 
additional edges in G nt random until the number of ed- 
ual to [cl n log n]. If the number of edges of C, is at I+-Last 
MI we have nothing else ts do. 
!ly Gz the graph so conrstrdcted (whether identical with G, 
t us introduce notations for the following events: 
nins a Namil t onian circuit. 
number of edges of G, is less than [cl n log n]. 
I be easily obtained from the Ch&ysheff inequality. Also, 
flows from Theorem 2 that P(R) --) 1 (since even G, contains a Hamit- 
~n~~~ circuit ‘r&h prrsbabtiity tendin.g to 1). Hence P(R IS) + 1. @n the 
I?}SJ is just the probability we wanted, that is, the proba- 
ndom g:raph with [cl n logn] edges co.ntains a Hamiltonian 
tt. In fact, the gr;rphs @2 that arise when S’ holds have precisely 
ties, and each one has the srne probability. 
e have finished the proof of Theorem 3* 
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